
what we observed

The majority of classrooms in use today were built  
for traditional, “stand-and-deliver, sit-and-listen” 
pedagogies in a passive learning setting.

Inflexible layouts and furniture with limited mobility  
hamper interaction among students, instructors  
and content; in fact the environment is the barrier. 

Technology access is highly variable from classroom  
to classroom and often poorly integrated.

Instructors and students cannot easily leverage  
technology—either built-in or portable—to support  
problem-based pedagogies and hands-on learning.

Many schools are reconsidering how space, 
technology and pedagogies can be better integrated 
for a greater impact on teaching and learning. 

classroom:
the case
for change
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pedagogy

tecHNologySpace

active 
claSSrooM

98

a new  
classroom 
paradigm:
a learning ecosystem
No learning space is more in need 
of fresh design thinking than the 
classroom. Given its pivotal role, 
architects, designers and educators 
are reconsidering a new classroom 
paradigm where technology and the 
physical space are integrated to support 
pedagogy and create a more active  
and engaging experience for instructors 
and students.  

Our research shows that this new classroom approach 

can be successfully implemented in facilities of any age, 

from refurnished rooms in old buildings to renovated 

spaces, as well as in new construction. The problem 

has been that pedagogy, technology and space have 

not been considered equally in classroom planning; 

intentional planning is necessary. 

Consider a classroom developed primarily around  

the building orientation, windows and natural light.  

A welcoming space, perhaps, but viewing a whiteboard, 

a projection or computer screen in such a brightly lit 

space is all but impossible. 

The default classroom design—a rectangular box  

filled with rows of desks facing the instructor and writing 

board—is ubiquitous. Administrators, faculty, architects 

and donors attended schools with classrooms just 

like this one. It’s what they know. As a result, today’s 

students and teachers suffer because these outmoded 

classrooms inadequately support the integration 

of the three key elements of a successful learning 

environment—pedagogy, technology and space.

For example, the allure of technology has over- 

whelmed pedagogy and space in many media  

lab classrooms: rows of computers on fixed work-

surfaces force each student to face a computer 

screen. It’s a modern-day version of the traditional 

lecture-style classroom and offers little support for 

collaboration, teamwork or interactive learning.  

The classroom needs out-of-the-box thinking.  

Literally. Viewed through the lenses of this learning 

ecosystem, the new classroom transcends the 

box and becomes a much more effective learning 

environment. 

change begins with pedagogy. Teachers and 

teaching methods are diverse and evolving. Classes 

today employ lecture mode, group setups and 

individual work. From one class to the next, sometimes 

during the same class period, classroom needs 

change. Thus, the classroom should fluidly adapt  

to different teaching and learning preferences. 

Professional development opportunities for educators 

are an important consideration as teaching in active 

learning spaces is different. Traditional teaching 

strategies don’t support these new needs and 

educators need support to develop new techniques.

technology needs careful integration. Students 

today are digital natives, comfortable using technology 

to display, share and present information. Vertical 

surfaces to display content, multiple projection  

surfaces and whiteboards in various configurations 

are all important classroom considerations.

Many faculty members are digital immigrants. This 

divide often causes concerns for faculty members 

who are untrained and uncomfortable when asked 

to develop instructional design protocols for truly 

engaging learners.

Space impacts learning. More than three-quarters 

of classes include class discussions and nearly 60 

percent of all classes include small group learning, and 

those percentages are continuing to grow. Interactive 

pedagogies require learning spaces where everyone can 

see the content and see and interact with others. Every 

seat can and should be the best seat in the room.

More then just the faculty are teaching. As more 

schools adopt constructivist teaching pedagogies, 

the “sage on the stage” is giving way to the “guide on 

the side.” The classroom needs to support instructors 

moving among teams to provide real-time feedback, 

assessment, direction and to support students  

in peer-to-peer learning. 

Pedagogy, technology and space, carefully considered 

and integrated, define the new classroom ecosystem. 

When the space, furniture and technology can readily 

adapt to the pedagogies and learning preferences 

of each term and the classroom effectively supports 

how instructors teach and students learn, classroom 

planners and designers will have made a significant 

contribution to the educational process.

what we heard.

“I bring a lot of stuff to class. And I use a lot of it—it’s not the old days, when we would just take notes in  
a notebook; it’s a multimedia and social experience. There aren’t a lot of classrooms that work for me.”   
Student

“We replaced typical cookbook experiments with guided inquiry exercises that encourage students to think 
and work as a group rather than follow recipes with predetermined results. These exercises develop skills 
that better prepare them for future work and give them the tools to help them retain knowledge long after 
the semester ends.”   
ProfeSSor

pedagogy, technology and space, when 
carefully considered and intentionally 
designed, can establish new protocols for 
advanced learning environment solutions. 
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Design to support fluid 
transitions among multiple 
teaching modes: lecture, team 
project, discussion, etc.—from 
passive to active engagement 
and back again.  

Design for peer-to-peer learning. 

Allow freedom of movement for 
the instructor, enabling a “visit” 
with each group to offer quick 
assessment. 

Support the implementation 
of professional development 
allowing for changes to 
teaching strategies.

Set expectations for what an 
active learning environment  
looks like—learning is messy, 
things move.

Expose students to what  
these future settings enable 
them to do.

pedagogy

1

3

4

5

6

Design for sharing,  
leveraging both vertical  
and horizontal surfaces  
for display using projection  
and interactive surfaces.  

Take advantage of new  
media, including personal  
and in-room technology, and  
offer equal access to both.

Allow for displayed information 
to be persistent over time. 

Use new technology  
in intended ways.

Be intentional about what 
technologies should be  
used and how to support 
pedagogical strategies.

Incorporate synchronous  
and asynchronous methods.

tecHNology Space

2

3

4

5

6

Design for visual and physical 
access, giving every student 
the best seat in the house and 
allowing the instructor and 
student access to each other. 

Design for quick ownership 
change so classrooms adapt 
to changing users and varying 
class requirements.  

Design to support quick 
reconfiguration among  
multiple modes: from lecture  
to project work to discussion 
and test taking and back again.

Include wall protection for  
table and chair movement.

Support learning styles with 
both analog and digital means 
to co-create and provide 
postural movement.

Design the entire ecosystem  
to work as a tool for learning.

Design educational places  
from the inside out.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Movement is key to active learning. 

When students can move about easily, 

they are more interactive, collaborative, 

comfortable and engaged in class. The 

verb™ classroom collection reinvents the 

table-based classroom, allowing easy 

movement between lecture-based and 

team-based modes and providing the 

tools needed for collaboration and  

group engagement. 

tips for new  
classrooms
These tips for planning and designing new classroom environments have been developed with the Steelcase 
Human-Centered Design Research Process, conducted at schools and colleges across the U.S. and Canada.  
They are intended to provide some guiding tenets to those who plan education spaces, assisting in the design  
of more interactive and flexible learning spaces.

2

1
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learnlab™

featured 
products

application ideas: 
classrooms
These are classrooms that rethink “the box” and move away from the traditional setting of rows of fixed tablet chairs 

and a lectern. Here you will find learning spaces that can easily morph from lecture mode to teamwork to group 

presentation and discussion and back again. Every seat is the best seat; access to content, students and instructors  is 

available for all. Technology is integrated in smart ways so everyone can use it, providing democratic access. These are 

classrooms that engage and inspire by putting control of the learning space in the hands of students and instructors. 

LearnLab integrates furniture, technology and worktools to support a variety of teaching methods and learning preferences. Multiple 

stages make it easy for both students and instructors to share content, and a unique “X” configuration gives everyone clear sight lines  

to digital and analog content. The LearnLab reclaims and redistributes the classroom real estate, providing democratic access for all.

Projectors and screens in a unique 
geometry break the traditional 
classroom hierarchy and give 
everyone an unobstructed view.

This flexible space supports 
different learning processes  
and preferences from one  
class to the next and enables  
fluid transitions between modes.

The eno one interactive whiteboard 
acts as a combination ultrashort throw 
projector, dry erase board, magnetic 
board and interactive whiteboard. 

Fixed and portable whiteboards and 
display screens support the need for 
information immersion and persistence, 
allowing students to generate, capture  
and share their work. 

Ergonomic chairs let students 
huddle quickly, swivel easily,  
refer to content in any direction  
and stay comfortably focused  
and engaged in class.

learnlab’s unique geometry ensures 
that there’s no “front” of the room and 
that every student has a clear view. it 
is a square with a center door; using 
all corners.

Node chair .................................................... 109
Node stool .................................................... 109
Groupwork tables ........................................ 126
Pocket ........................................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

RoomWizard ................................................. 136
Edge Series whiteboard .............................. 138 
eno one interactive whiteboard ................... 139
Low Profile floor ............................................141
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Node® classroom configuration 1: large-group discussion modemedia:scape® learnlab

Keep students more engaged and help instructors conduct whole-class discussions with classroom furniture designed for active 

learning. Node seating is key to this more flexible and comfortable learning environment. 

Combining innovative LearnLab design with unique media:scape technology creates the opportunity for three distinct modes  

of sharing digital content: small team co-creation, group sharing, and lecture and discussion with the entire class. 

LearnLab provides multiple 
stages where instructors  
can engage with students. 

Node stool with Airtouch 
height-adjustable table makes 
an ideal instructor station. 

Face-to-face seating 
encourages student 
engagement and team 
collaboration.

a media:scape learnlab supports 
multiple learning styles and different 
teaching preferences and offers 
unprecedented ease in sharing and 
creating digital content. 

Small team breakouts occur 
at the table in the classroom, 
eliminating the need to move 
to another location. 

Node’s integrated personal 
worksurface is large enough 
for a laptop and textbook, 
plus paper for taking notes.  

Tip: Install wall 
protection in any 
active learning 
environment.

media:scape integrates furniture 
and technology to let instructors 
and students share digital 
information instantly. 

Lightweight Huddleboards are ideal 
for small group content creation and 
review. Hang on a workrail or easel for 
presentation to the class. 

Swivel seat, storage base and 
casters support fluid change 
and personal storage.

double up rows to increase class 
size. Node’s swivel seat and mobile 
casters make it easy for students 
to have open sight lines to the 
instructor and other students. 

cobi chair ...................................................... 105
Pocket ........................................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135
media:scape ................................................. 136

eno one interactive whiteboard ................... 139
cobi stool ...................................................... 136
RoomWizard ................................................. 136
Edge Series whiteboard .............................. 138

Node chair w/ tripod base & worksurface .. 109
Node stool .................................................... 109
Airtouch height-adjustable table ................. 132

Huddleboard ................................................ 135featured 
products

featured 
products
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Node classroom configuration 3: lecture modeNode classroom configuration 2: small group mode

When it’s time for administering a test, presenting material via lecture or supporting as many students in the room as possible,  

Node readily handles a traditional classroom setup. 

Switching from lecture mode to small group work and back again is fluid with Node seating. This classroom uses Node chairs  

with casters, tripod bases for storage and personal worksurfaces, portable Huddleboards, and a height-adjustable instructor  

table (also on casters) for maximum flexibility. 

This room is set up for a lecture 
now but easily reconfigures to 
handle any teaching style for 
the next class. 

The Huddleboard mobile easel 
holds up to 10 markerboards 
so they’re always convenient. 
Huddleboards weigh less than 
five pounds each.

The Verb teaching station 
accommodates standing,  
seated and perched  
positions for instructors.

With built-in storage in the base,  
personal worksurface, swivel  
seat and casters, Node makes 
maximum use of every square  
foot of classroom space. 

Personal worksurfaces adjust 
for large and small users and 
move independently of the 
seat shell and base. 

Node with five-star base provides 
height adjustability, while still offering 
storage for backpacks on the armrest. 

Instructors can position their 
adjustable table and stool at 
any point in the room that’s  
best for their teaching style. 

Node chairs help students be 
more comfortable, connected 
and engaged in any learning 
environment. 

Node chair w/ five-star base & worksurface ... 109
Verb teaching station ................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

Node chair w/ tripod base & worksurface .. 109
Node stool .................................................... 109
Airtouch height-adjustable table ................. 132

Huddleboard ................................................ 135
eno interactive whiteboard .......................... 139featured 

products
featured 
products

Node enables fluid transitions
between teaching modes.

real estate is precious. Node can 
handle density as well as any seating 
solution, with the added advantages 
of comfort, flexibility and mobility. 

eno interactive whiteboard .......................... 139
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featured 
products

verb learnlab classroom configuration 2verb™ classroom configuration 1: group mode

The LearnLab’s unique layout is designed to activate all aspects of the classroom and the learning experiences therein.  

Verb’s team table further enhances sight lines with groups and adds support for personal space. 

Verb is an integrated system of classroom furniture designed to support a full range of learning and learning styles on demand.

Node chair w/ five-star base ....................... 109
Verb team table ............................................ 129
Pocket ........................................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

Node chair w/ tripod base ........................... 109
Node stool .................................................... 109
Verb chevron table ....................................... 129
Pocket ........................................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

Verb wall track and hooks ........................... 137
Verb whiteboard ........................................... 137
Verb easel ..................................................... 137
eno one interactive whiteboard ................... 139

Verb wall track and hooks ........................... 137
Verb whiteboard ........................................... 137
Verb easel ..................................................... 137
eno interactive whiteboard .......................... 139

featured 
products

teams of up to eight perform  
well in this layout. Wall surfaces 
support both analog and digital 
content.

as a system, verb supports 
multiple pedagogies and  
learning styles, allowing for  
fluid transitions between modes.

The integrated Huddleboard and 
Verb’s personal whiteboards allow 
students to co-create and share.

The chevron shape supports 
the individual’s intimate zone, 
separating “my space” from 
“your space.”

eno one is a single solution, 
serving as a mobile interactive 
whiteboard connecting the 
required triangulated view 
planes.

Verb’s team table fits the 
LearnLab’s design concept 
and adds a layer of a system 
supporting multiple types of 
co-creation.
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featured 
products

verb classroom configuration 4: team modeverb classroom configuration 3: lecture/ large classroom

Students retain information at a higher level when actively engaged in their own learning. Passive learning takes a back seat. 

Transitions from stand-up to sit down and the freedom to move and engage means wall protection is required in all active  

learning settings.

Density is an ongoing issue, even in active learning classrooms. Verb supports both needs by connecting students with eye contact 

and supporting fluid transitions into group and other learning modes.

cobi chair ...................................................... 105
Verb Chevron table ...................................... 129
Verb teaching station ................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

Node chair w/ tripod base ........................... 109
Node stool .................................................... 109
Verb Chevron table ...................................... 129
Verb teaching station ................................... 133
Huddleboard ................................................ 135

Verb whiteboard ........................................... 137
Verb wall track and hooks ........................... 137
Verb easel ..................................................... 137
eno interactive whiteboard .......................... 139

Verb whiteboard ........................................... 137
Verb wall track and hooks ........................... 137
Verb easel ..................................................... 137
eno one interactive whiteboard ................... 139

featured 
products

team modes are for longer
duration projects. chevron
shape keeps individuals in
their own zones.

A versatile instructor station 
supports lecture, focused work 
and collaboration with students.

Seating that swivels and 
offers height adjustability 
supports all user types.

chevron design allows eye 
contact to be maintained,  
even in lecture mode.

Access legs allow 
students to connect 
at the ends of tables.

Co-creation with multiple 
sizes of whiteboards supports 
kinesthetic learning.

Information persistence is 
supported with wall track at 
multiple heights for whiteboards.
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Inspired by our research findings and the input of instructors and students, Steelcase created Node, a chair 

designed to support the many modes of learning and teaching. Every aspect of Node’s design was focused  

on creating a chair for active learning in a future-focused classroom. 

Node’s impact on the classroom experience was evaluated in pre- and post-installation studies at the University 

of Michigan. The two-month study was conducted in a nondedicated general-use classroom used for a variety of 

classes and by various instructors and students. Students and faculty praised the Node chair for its comfort, storage 

and ease of movement, while faculty reported significant improvement in their ability to reach and engage students in 

an active learning environment.

It was Node’s mobility and how it affects the classroom’s performance 

that made most instructors stand up and take notice. “The biggest 

thing was the mobility,” said Rachel Crisco, a French language and 

culture instructor at U of M. “I do a lot of group work, and I like to have 

them move around to work with different classmates. I also like the 

students to face each other for conversation, and the swiveling ability 

makes that easy to do,” said Crisco. 

Where instructors were once isolated at the front, in a Node classroom they moved easily and frequently among 

their students. And instead of being locked into the existing static configuration of their desks, students could now 

swivel or “scoot” to work in pairs or groups, often at a moment’s notice from their instructor.

Researchers also observed instructors taking the center of a circle of desks for some instruction sessions and then 

moving to become “guides on the side” during discussion and project work as students smoothly reconfigured  

from one segment of class activity to the next. Several instructors reported significant improvement in their ability  

to reach and engage students in an active learning environment.

customer story
coNdUcted at tHe UNiverSity of MicHigaN, aNN arbor, Mi

89%
improves concentration and focus

93%
improves group work

95%
improves overall classroom 
experience

99%
makes it easy to move into  
different activities

What students and faculty 
said about how Node affects 
the learning and classroom 
experience:

88%
armrest provides enough support

96% 
easy to get in and out

97%
like the look

99%
easy to use laptop 
easy to adjust worksurface 
enough horizontal worksurface

100%
more comfortable backrest  
provides enough support

What students and faculty 
said about how Node affects 
their comfort in class:

Research showed that  
the Node chair encouraged 
group activity and helped 
students focus better on 
course material.




